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Six Libraries to close during summer 2017: Siegesmund Engineering Library – Potter; Mellon Chemistry Library – Wetherill; Physics Library – Physics; Life Sciences Library – Lilly; Pharmacy, Nursing, Health Sciences – Heine; Earth, Atmospheric & Planetary Sciences – Hampton

Libraries as of Fall 2017: Engineering & Science Library - WALC; Humanities, Social Sciences and Education Library – Stewart; Hicks Undergraduate Library; Parrish Library of Management and Economics - Krannert; Vet Med Library – Lynne; Mathematical Sciences Library – MSB; AvTech – Airport Terminal; Karnes Archives & Special Collections – Stewart

PSET and HLS Libraries Faculty & Staff Offices in Engineering & Science Library - WALC

Supporting maximum interdisciplinary collaboration

Print Collections:

- 30,000 volumes to Engineering & Science Library, WALC.
- 300,000 to Hicks Repository.
- Remainder de-accessioned, supported by BTAA Print Repository Program and Digital Access